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Why buy real estate in Brazil now 
Brazil is a buyer’s market. It is ideal for investing in real estate for many reasons, and over the years, 

Brazil has gone from a third world country to a major player. Many people are investing in Brazil now taking 
advantage of currency and large real estate inventories.
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Brazil is the ninth largest economy in the world with a GDP of $1.8 
trillion. Brazil’s GDP has grown by -17% between 2010 and 2021 
and is expected to grow by 47% by 2025.

Geography  



The Right Time To Buy
If you are thinking about investing in real estate in Brazil, 

there has never been a better time than right now. 
Many factors make Brazil the best place for real estate investments. 

It is not a surprise that many major US funds are buying Brazilian real estate properties.

The Right Time To Buy

Brazil has a shortage of housing
There are approximately 214 million people living in Brazil, 
and only approximately 1.5 million households available

The devaluation of the real is another reason behind the 
big interest from international investors in the Brazilian 
property market. In 2014, a square meter in Brazil 
typically cost the equivalent of US$3,040. Six years later 
in 2020, it costs almost 45% less – US$1,344.
Analysts point to the double profit potential for foreign 
investors. They stand to benefit from the recovery of the 
Brazilian real against the US dollar and natural 
appreciation in the value of property.





BRL to USD Chart
Brazilian Real to US Dollar
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One of the States with best economic and social indicators

Economic 
Development

Social 
Development Health



3 - Demographics 







60% of population are less than 40 years old, of which, 30% are not yet 
in their 20’s

Only 10% are older than 60 years old

Very young and qualified labor force

Only 6,2% are disocupied (unemployment rate)

Young State





Santa Catarina is in a very strategic position in Mercosul, the South American 
Common Market

Geography  







Between early 19th century and mid 20th century, a great number of European 
immigrants arrived to Santa Catarina

About 50% of these immigrants were from Germany and Austria.[16] 

The rest came mainly from Italy, Poland, Russia, Ukraine, Portugal, Netherlands  
Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Luxembourg, Switzerland, Lithuania, France, 
Finland, Croatia, Serbia, Estonia, Slovenia and Latvia;

European Culture 



Today over 30% of the State’s population are fully or partly of german 
ancestry and 40% are Italian descendants

According to a 2013 survey, the genetic makeup of Santa Catarina is as 
follows: 79.7% European blood, 11.4% African and 8.9% indigenous.

Hard worker and skilled labor force

European Culture 



Lack of metropolis



Economy of Santa Catarina
7.3 Million Inhabitants

10th’s in population (out of 26 States plus the Federal District - 27th)

9th’s in population density

8th’s largest exporter State of Brazil

7th’s smallest territory of Brazil

6th’s largest GDP of Brazil

5th’s largest Industrial Park of Brazil

4th’s GDP per capta

3th’s highest in HDI (human development index = 0,808 (2014)

1st place in Life expectancy among all States of Brazil, same as the US. 

Considered the Best tourist destination in the country (Safety, Entertainment and Infrastructure)



Its economy grew 340 % over the last 3 decades

The most prosperous axes of development in Brazil

One of the most qualified logistics networks among Brazilian States

High quality technical work force

Share of SC on the Brazilian economy (GDP): 4%

6th’s largest commerce revenues in the country

5th’s largest food producer of Brazil

4th’s largest in number of processing companies

5th’s largest in number of employees 

Lowest unemployment rate in the country: 6,2% compared to over 11.8% national 

Economy of Santa Catarina





GDP GROWTH 2021*

2,9% Growth in the last 12 months





QUALITY OF LIFE

Bombinhas - SC





Serra do Rio do Rastro - Urubici - SC





Balneário Camboriú - SC - 2021













































1 - Check Property Records - Once you have chosen your target property, you should obtain a copy of 
the property deed (“escritura”), directly from the registration office in charge of the target real estate. 
This will assure you are getting an authentic and up to date version of the deed.

2 - Draft Purchase & Sale Agreement - The Purchase & Sale Agreement document addresses not only 
price, terms of sale, but also the timeline for the transactions and allocation of obligation and right to 
the parties. Contracts will almost always be drafted in Portuguese and local currency although they 
can be translated so you understand the content. Among other concerns, stipulate at least 30 days 
between the signature of the agreement and the closing to allow enough time for you to have all the 
closing-related tasks completed.

How to Buy Real Estate 

3 - Provide a Downpayment - In Brazil, it is customary to provide a downpayment as soon as the Draft 
Purchase & Sale Agreement is signed. The amount to be provided vary greatly. Amounts going from 
5% to 20% are mostly common, although other amounts may be negotiated by the parts. We strongly 
advise against full payment at this stage. Most of the balance should be paid at closing, which is the 
moment when the property actually change hands. If you pay in full early on or even if you provide a 
large payment, you will lose most of your leverage to make the seller to attend the formal closing at 
the registration office.

https://www.oliveiralawyers.com/services/corporate-law/contracts/


In terms of how to send money when buying real estate in Brazil, there are three main approaches:

4.1. Send the money directly to the seller
Sending the payment directly by wiretransfer to the seller may be the preferred approach for sending a smaller downpayment (e.g.: 
10% of the total price) or if you must send the totality of the payment to the seller in case you are seeking to obtain a permanent 
residency in Brazil based on a real estate acquisition application. 

We usually don't like to have our clients paying large amounts to the seller. Sending full payment to sellers before the closing will put 
you in a very fragile position since a seller may not necessarily attend the closing later on (e.g.: death of seller between payment and 
closing date, a seller who decides not to sell the property as contracted, or a fraudulent seller)

4.2. Use a power of attorney to have an agent or lawyer delivering a payment by check at closing
Through a power of attorney you can have a lawyer (or another third party) representing you at the closing. A valid POA would entitle 
you to transfer the closing funds to the POA holder (instead of the seller). The POA holder can then use your funds to obtain a 
certified check at the bank and use this certified check for payment during the closing. The advantage of this approach is that the 
seller won't get your money until the moment that they sign the transfer of title.

4.3.  Open a bank account in Brazil
Opening a bank account in Brazil would allow you to follow an approach similar to the #2 above without the need of a POA holder. By 
opening a bank account in Brazil you would be able to transfer your funds from abroad to your bank account in Brazil. You would then 
issue a certified check at the Brazilian bank and attend the closing in person with your certified check in hand. You would hand the 
check to the seller only after the seller signs the transfer of title at closing. The downsides of this approach would be the multiple trips 
required to Brazil (open the bank account, attend closing, etc.)

Send Money to Brazil - Paying the Seller. 

https://oliveiralawyers.com/services/real-estate/power-attorney/


Regular banks in Brazil usually take much longer to process a wiretransfer from abroad than a 
specializing bank. Banks specializing in currency exchange can review documents quicker and 
get a wiretransfer released in a few days while regular banks may take up to three weeks in 
asking and reviewing all sorts of documents from both buyer and seller.  

The fact that the seller will usually try to process the wiretransfer at their usual local branches in 
Brazil will cause more trouble since local branches have little to zero experience with international 
wiretransfers.  

We usually assist our clients by using our own bankers to expedite the remittance process. Our 
bankers have been handling our transactions for many years. In addition to assigning high priority 
to our clients' transactions, our bankers have fewer requirements than a regular Brazilian bank.

Banks in Brazil



A CPF number is the Tax ID generated once you have been registered into the Brazilian 
Revenue. CPF stands for "Cadastro de Pessoas Físicas" (Natural Persons Registry). The 
CPF has 11 digits and it may be issued by the Brazilian revenue service in Brazil or Brazilian 
consulates and embassies abroad. It is issued to both Brazilian citizens and foreigners. A 
CPF is required not only to purchase real estate in Brazil, but many other things such as to 
open a bank account, paying your taxes, getting utility accounts open, and be able to enter 
into general contracts.

How to Obtain a Brazilian Tax ID "CPF"



Clearance certificates must be obtained regarding both the property and the seller. The 
registration office will require some of such certificates to be presented during the closing. 
So, in addition to show that many of the potential legal issues don't exist (e.g.: unpaid 
taxes, labor disputes, etc.) such certificates are also a formal requirement for the closing. 

When we conduct our due diligence procedure, we obtain and assess more certificates than 
the minimum required by the registration office. We do so to cover more potential issues 
that may exist in addition to the more basic ones.

Obtain Certificates for Property and Seller 



Once you have signed the contract, clock starts to tick. Sellers will usually add to the contract 
penalties in case you are not ready for the closing by a certain deadline. 
  
A checklist with all the items required for the closing may help you and your “REALTOR” control 
everything that should be ready by the closing date. At this stage, the realtor supporting the seller 
will usually coordinate with the registration office to obtain the estimates for Taxes and 
Registration costs and also a target date for the closing.

Prepare for Closing



For documents to be acceptable in Brazil they must have been sworn translated into Portuguese. 
Sworn translations are provided exclusively by Brazilian sworn translators registered with the 
State Commerce Boards. 

Do not buy translation services from companies outside of Brazil since they are unable to provide 
sworn translations in Brazil unless they are reselling the services of a Brazilian sworn translator. 
Note that sworn translator is not the same thing as what is considered a "certified translation" in 
the US or UK. These are two different things.

Have Documents Translated by a Sworn 



A POA is needed if you want your Agent / lawyer or someone of your network to participate in 
the closing on your behalf. The registration is a formal procedure that is usually done in the 
same registration office in charge of the real estate. 

For a POA to be valid in Brazil, it must be a "Public POA". Public POAs may be done in Brazil, or 
in a Brazilian consulate or embassy as long as the grantor is a Brazilian citizen.  

For foreign citizens, whenever doing a POA abroad, some very specific steps in their home 
countries for a POA to be acceptable by the registration office in Brazil.

Obtain a Power of Attorney Valid in Brazil 



Before the closing can take place you will have to pay registration and taxes. These are usually 
calculated by the registration offices in charge of the closing. Taxes are usually calculated by the 
registration office in charge of the "Escritura" (first part of the closing) while the recording fee is 
calculated by the second registration office in charge of the "Registro do Imóvel". In addition to 
taxes, there are fees charged by the registration offices for their services. A ballpark estimate of 
registration and taxes is 5% of the real estate value. 

Whenever paying such fees and taxes, make sure you are actually paying the right parties. Taxes 
are usually paid to the city where the property is located and the fees to the registration offices 
providing the services to you.

Pay Registration & Taxes 



The closing will usually take place at the registration office in charge of the "Escritura". For the 
closing to happen, the fees and taxes will have to be paid and confirmed previously and all the 
required clearance certificates filed with the registration office. 

Some registration offices will read aloud the "Escritura" document and then ask for the parties to 
sign it. In our practice, it is only at this stage that we release the payment to the seller.

Attend Closing, Pay Balance, and Record Deed 
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